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AM: Keir Starmer says he takes full responsibility for Labour’s poor 

performance in the elections in England. But last night, to the fury 

of many in the party he  appears to have sacked Angela Rayner as 

Party Chair and Election Coordinator. He can’t sack her from her 

elected position as Deputy Leader of the Labour Party, but 

overnight there have been signs that things are coming apart. 

Andy Burnham, the Mayor Manchester, tweeted about Angela 

Rayner, ‘I can’t support this.’ Trouble ahead. I’m going to speak 

now to John McDonnell, Jeremy Corbyn’s former Shadow 

Chancellor and to Anas Sarwar, the Labour Party Leader here in 

Scotland. He lost two seats yesterday but he says the party are 

now on the right path. John McDonnell, first of all, I don’t know if 

you’ve had a chance to talk to Angela Rayner. Do you know 

whether she has been sacked or not? There seems to be some 

confusion this morning. 

JM: No, I haven’t spoken to Angie. Let’s be clear, I have no brief 

for Angie, I didn’t support her as Deputy Leader. I supported 

Richard Burgon, but when the Leader of the Party on Friday says 

he takes full responsibility for the election result in Hartlepool in 

particular, and then  scapegoats Angie Rayner, I think many of us 

feel that was unfair, particularly as we all know actually Keir style 

of Leadership is that his office controls everything.  It’s very 

centralised and he controlled the campaign. So I think many of us 

just thinks that it’s really unfair. And what public relations genius 

just thought this was a good move on the very day actually we 

were having successes.  Andy Burnham in Manchester, Rotherham 

and Liverpool, Paul done it in Salford, Marvin down in Bristol, 
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Sadiq in London. The very day we’re actually recovering a bit and 

having successes then they do this. I just think it’s a huge 

mistake.  

 

AM: Looking at the overall scene this morning do you think Keir 

Starmer can win a General Election for the Labour Party? 

JM: I think what Keir needs to do – look, the Labour Party, things 

can turn. The Labour Party can win the next General Election, of 

course it can but what Keir needs to do now is stand by what he 

said 12 months ago when people supported him, which is he will 

unite the party and I’m afraid he hasn’t done that and last night’s 

measures will divide it even further. Still not allowing Jeremy 

Corbyn to have the whip I think is just ridiculous, but also he did 

say he’d build upon the policy of work we set out and he hasn’t. 

And we went into this election for 12 months of a slogan under 

new leadership, but with no policy programme whatsoever.  You 

can’t send candidates naked into the field like that without any 

policy.  

 

AM: So do you think the Labour Party will be better off under, for 

instance, Andy Burnham? 

JM: Look, I don’t get into who’s best in any position or anything 

like that. I just  - these are words, I’m trying to play this role as 

you know, elder statesman and I am playing that role.   I just give 

these words of advice for Keir. Look, the party was based upon 

solidarity. Injury to one is injury to all. United we stand, divided 

we fall.  And I think at the moment Keir and particularly those 

apparatchiks around him and his advisors like Peter Mandelson 

and other, they’re straining, they’re straining that concept and 

commitment to solidarity within the party. And in that way 

unnecessarily dividing the party. 

 

AM: There will be some people, John McDonnell, however 

avuncular you are being who wonder after the last election result 
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whether you’re really the person to be lecturing Keir Starmer on 

how to win elections.  

JM: Well I’m exactly the person – you interviewed me I think it 

was about 48 hours after we lost the last election and I said to 

you, I take responsibility for that. That’s what you do in 

leadership. You take responsibility. You don’t scapegoat and blame 

others, you take it on the chin. You own it and that’s what I did. 

And actually you learn lessons when you lose an election like that 

and part of my role was actually trying to say look, these are the 

lessons we’ve got to learn. And I’m trying to do it constructively. 

I’m  not trying to divide the party, I’m trying to say to those 

around Keir in particular, stop dividing us, now’s the time to unite 

and build up on those policies that were popular and that actually 

got Keir elected Leader of the Party.  

 

AM: All right. Anas Sarwar, you heard John McDonnell there.  Can 

I ask you first of all do  you know whether Angela Rayner has 

been sacked from  any of her positions or not? 

AS: Look, my understanding is that Angela Rayner’s going to take 

a different position in the Shadow Cabinet, but can I say right 

from the outsight she has been a fantastic Deputy leader, I’m 

proud she’s Deputy Leader of our UK Party and I know she’s got a 

huge ...  

AM: She was in charge of elections. Has she been promoted or 

has she been demoted? 

AS: Look, I’m not in charge of who promotes who and what in 

Westminster, I’m in charge of the party here in Scotland, but the 

bottom line is that Angela Rayner is a huge talent, we’re lucky to 

have her as  our Deputy Leader across the UK. I know  how 

closely I was pleased to work with her from here in Scotland and I 

know she’s got a huge future. 

 

AM: Was she responsible for these terrible election results or was 

Keir Starmer responsible for these terrible election results? 
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AS: Well it depends where  you’re talking about. I think different 

people take different responsibility. 

AM: South of the border. 

AS: I take responsibility in Scotland. I’m sure Mark Drakeford will 

take responsibility in Wales.  

AM: Who takes responsibility  in England? 

AS: Well I think Keir Starmer has already said. Untimely he takes 

responsibility in England, but if  you look at different parts of 

England I think we praise Andy Burnham for the campaign in 

Liverpool, we should praise Sadiq Khan for the campaign in 

London. We shouldn’t just look at one part and think that 

represents the whole of England.  

 

AM: My question is very straightforward. Should we blame Angela 

Rayner for what happened in England or not? 

AS: No one person can take the blame and it’s wrong and I don’t 

think anyone is blaming one person. 

 

AM: A lot of people think that your Leader has been scapegoating 

Angela Rayner in a very unfair way. 

AS: Look, I don’t  think you can scapegoat anybody. I don’t think 

anyone is saying that one person is to blame. It’s a collective 

effort and we’ve all got to collectively pull this Labour Party 

together, like I’m doing in Scotland.  So in Scotland we are on a 

journey to get the Labour Party to being a credible alternative. 

That’s what Keir’s doing, he’s taking  -  

 

AM: It’s quite a long journey and you look two steps back 

yesterday, didn’t you? 

AS: Well it depends where you look at where we were 10 weeks 

ago. I think anyone that’s following politics closely in Scotland 

over the last few years will have been the  immense progress we 

have made in the last 10 weeks. We’ve got Labour back on the 

pitch again and I’m directly to people this  is a journey, we’re 

building the credible alternative to the SNP. That journey didn’t 
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stop with the election and if you want to be part of that journey 

join me.  

 

AM: Can I ask you about the election results in England which 

were terrible, terrible results across most of England, particularly  

the North. That affects you, doesn’t it because when Nicola 

Sturgeon stands up and says, either you support independence 

and the SNP or you in Scotland are condemned to semi-perpetual 

rule by the Conservatives in London.  She has a point, doesn’t 

she? 

 

AS: Well she does say that, but she’ll point to Liverpool but she 

point to – sorry – she’ll point to Hartlepool but she won’t point to 

Liverpool. She’ll point to Hartlepool but she won’t – 

AM: The overall numbers are pretty clear. 

AS: She’ll point to Hartlepool but she won’t point to London. She’ll 

point to Hartlepool but she won’t point to Wales. So we can’t say 

there’s an homogenous England or an homogenous Wales or 

homogenous Scotland –  

AM: Yes sure, I can mention Dunham where Labour lost control 

for the first time in its history.  

AS: Absolutely and we’ve got a huge task ahead of us to rebuild 

the Labour party so we have the opportunity to serve the country 

that we all love. That’s what I’m trying to do here in Scotland. I 

know that’s what Keir’s aspiring to do across the rest of the UK. 

 

AM: And do you believe that Keir Starmer is the right man to be 

leading the Labour Party now? 

AS: Absolutely, and I think we shouldn’t be having these internal 

discussions. We can’t look at each other. We’ve got to look 

outward and forward looking across the country and we’ve got to 

make a credible case based on authenticity, on humility and 

energy and ideas. And I would urge colleagues across the rest of 

the UK, learn the difficult lessons from the mistakes we made in 
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Scotland. Don’t pull each other apart. Don’t think there’s a quick 

constitutional fix. Instead let’s win on the politics of hope. 

 

AM: Your colleagues I’m sure across the rest of the country are 

listening to this interview. Over the past 12 hours or so we’ve had 

something like mayhem in terms of communications from the 

Labour Party. Who’s up, who’s down. Is there a reshuffle, isn’t 

there a reshuffle? Who’s in, who’s out. Do you think it’s been well 

handled? 

AS: Well I don’t see that mayhem in the Scottish Labour Party. I’m 

still to decide if we’re going to have a reshuffle here in Scotland. 

 

AM: I’m talking about the UK party, as you know very well. 

AS: But the rest of the UK, look, Keir’s made a very serious point. 

We are on a journey, we’ve got a really difficult task ahead of us, 

we have a mountain to climb if we are to elect a Labour 

government across the UK and we’ve got to take urgent action. 

I’m know Angel’s going to be at the heart of that.   

 

ENDS  


